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on Clio one hand and its wasting on tho other? WJiat ir
this new God aiming at—if not tho march from the seen to
tho unseen—from the flesh to the spirit?

It is pleasant to know, on the high authority of M.
Chatelain, that certain African tribes, hitherto regarded
NOTES BY THE WAY.
as barbarous idolaters, or fetish-worshipers, are genuine
Theists,
with a very strong tinge of Spiritualism of a low
The rushing, fighting, money-loving, pleasure-seeking
order. Their supposed idols are really talismans or charms,
fforld still goes on asking “ Is life worth living? ” and does
usually believed to be vehicles of spirit-influence. They
Bot know that it is making the rod for its own back and
believe in minor deities just as the ancient Greeks or
tjie despair for its own heart. He was a wise man who
Romans did, though many of them are of a less poetic
aid, “We shall never be fit to die until we find it worth
kind. These spirits are regarded as the representatives of
am'while to live:” and we shall never find it worth our
natural forces, who act like men in the matter of likes and
vhile to live unless we find out the gladdening secret of
dislikes. They are open to entreaty, and can be propitiated
life, as a season of education or unfolding. “ The secret of
with bribes in the form of sacrifices. Their priests or
the Lord is with them that revere Him ” : that is to say,
mediators are simply mediums, and their main act of wor
the secret of the Lord is with the spirit and not with the
ship is the attempt to secure the goodwill of the spirits.
flesh; and content must come from within—not by base or
Spirits, however, are of two entirely distinct orders—the
weak fatalistic submissions, but by clear insights and
genii and human beings ; the first are nature-spirits, the
strenuous efforts. Life is abundantly worth living if we
second, of course, the human spirits of the departed. Al.
really live; that is, if we live for the true self • but, if we
Chatelain finds that these people have a literature of a
do not live for the true self, the restlessness and heart
kind, chiefly consisting of riddles, proverbs, and tales.
linking must come, and these, though we shall not know it, Eighty of these tales have been collected, and he has just
will be only the protests of the starved spirit which hungers
published fifty of them. We may return to this book
tor B the bread of life.”
again. In the meantime, it is pleasant to be reminded of
the fact that so-called “ uncivilised ” tribes are often found
We are always pleased to see the very positive people to improve on acquaintance, Indeed, in many respects,
who are known as “ scientific men ” receive a gentle re they have something to teach us,
minder that they are not infallible. Such a reminder lately
appeared in an able Berlin journal oalled “Die Nation.” Dis
Some wise person has lately made the following quaint
cussing the rather deep subject of the origin of Death, it
puts “ the scientific man ” on a very low bench indeed. suggestions :—
Death, it says, is a profound mystery. There is an impassable
gulf between the science of living and the soienoe of dead
matter. In fact, as scientific knowledge is pushed on, the
mystery only thickens about the feet of the defenders of
the physico-chemical method of interpreting the phenomena
of life. “ The road through the exact sciences to the pro
founder problems of life is through solid rook ; ” in other
words, there is no road as yet. We have always said so ;
but with this difference—that what some people call “ solid
rock ” we would call the palace of the King.
A strong and militant school of scientists is making
strong efforts to find the beginning and the end of life in
matter. It will not do. The odd result turns out that, as
«'e approach the highest forms of life, on the physical
plane, the more does death enter into the great scheme as
a leading part of it. The mighty law of natural selection
works for the sure removal of the complex organism—or,
let us say, the complex personality—of man, while the low,
one-cell creature need never disappear.
It is a most
suggestive fact. “ Natural selection ” is being promoted
into a kind of scientific God. By all means. Only let us
understand whether it deserves its promotion. Is it a
■nere scapegrace spendthrift, in selecting and evolving this
line type of creature only to make sure of its perpetuation

For a fit of Passion, take a walk in the open air ; you may
then speak to the wind without hurting any person, or pro
claiming yourself to be a simpleton.
For a fit of Idleness, oount the tickings of a clock ; do this
for one hour, and you will be glad to pull off your coat, and the
next time go to work like a man.
For a fit of Extravagance or Folly, go to the workhouse, or
speak with the ragged or wretched inmates of a gaol, and you
will be convinced that
Whoso maketh his bed of briar and thorn
Must be content to lie forlorn.

For a fit of Ambition, go into a cemetery and read the
inscriptions upon the gravestones. They will tell you the end
of ambition. The grave will soon be your chamber-bed, the
earth your pillow, corruption your father, and the worm your
mother and sister.
For a fit of Repining, look about you for the halt and the
blind, and visit the bedridden and afflicted and deranged, and
they will make you ashamed of complaining of your lighter
afflictions.

There is more in all this than some people would imagine.
Nine times out of ten, the passionate, the idle, the
extravagant, the ambitious, and the repining, are suffering
from undue self-concentration.
A traveller, lately home from India, tells a vivid story
of the disposal of dead bodies by the side of the sacred
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river Ganges.

On great bare spaces by tho river a per

petual burning of the dead is going on :—
At tho sides stand enormous piles of wood, whilo into tho
open between them are borne, on bamboo poles and wrapped in
a sheet, the bodies to bo burned. For a time the body is left
immersed in the river for full baptism, whilo the relatives arc
driving a cruel bargain with the sacerdotal wood-sellers and the
especial sanctified wretch who has a monopoly of tho sacred fire.
Some have died rich enough to afford a cord of wood for the
pyre, some a half-cord, some only a quarter. No matter. To
all alike it means floating down tho earthly river to whore, it
joins the heavenly. Tho bargain struck, the wood is built up
into a pyre, the body laid on it, more wood heaped up a-top,
bits of sandal-wood thrown on for perfume, oil poured upon the
whole, tho sacred tire applied, and up leap the flames into tlm
air. All around, like so many crows, are perched on walls and
pediments the troops of mourners ; and, while their special
pyre is burning, the ashes of a dozen extinct ones near it are
being raked down by busy hands into the sacred Hood. It is a
ghastly sight.
For our own part we think it very sensible, and well worth
keeping a “ sacred river ” for.

If there is one thing that Spiritualists of every type
can agree upon, next to the reality of tho life beyond, it is
the desire for “peace on earth.” Through the working
out of the brute and the enthronement of the spirit, the
era of peace will come. The reign of the spirit is, and
must ever be, the reign of peace. Strife belongs to the
plane of the animal; goodwill to the plane of the soul.
Heaven is peace : Hell is hate ; and some of the greatest
soldiers have said it.

Occasionally—very occasionally—a tiny sunbeam of
poetrv reveals more than a long dissertation in prose.
When this is the case we somehow feel that the poet has,
not climbed, but gently soared to an unusual height, and
seen deeper into the heart of heaven. We thought this
lately when we read the following on the subject of the
remission of sins. If there is a touch of pathos or severity
in it, so much the better; it is as pathetic as sin, and as
severe as God’s law. It may not be exactly orthodox, but
that matters little. The writer is Ella Wheeler Wilcox :—
There is no sin’s remission granted men.
The place we lose we can regain—in time.
Not God Himself can lift us back again
Unto the height we left, until we climb.
There is no swift repentance can retrieve
A violated principle. No tears
Can cleanse our stains, no crying, “ I believe,”—
Nay, we must wear them out by earnest years.
For each descent from fair truth’s lofty way,
For each gross pleasure which delays the soul,
By that soul’s gloom and loneliness we pay,
And by the retarded journey to its goal.

We can go back, we can regain the height,
But not by sudden leaps ; our souls are strong,
And countless forces help us to do right
When once we weary of the ways of wrong.
RECEIVED.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:
THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP OP MR. ,T, j, M0Rsp

(Continued from page 291.)
Then next inquiry was couched in the following terms pop
what extent do mundane allairs interest those on the spirit si^
and what class of spirits are mostly engaged in directing social'
political, or other movements on this plane ? ” Tho control,
reply, referred to the popular superstition that “ when you ar(,
dead you have foregone all interest in the world in which y()l
formerly existed. ” The contrary was, of course, the fact in t)1(,
majority of cases. Death was not a change that shut th6
individual off from all interest in life on earth, consequently
tho so-called dead often took a very lively interest in t|1(,
affairs of tho world from which they hail, in the physical sense
departed. “ Suppose you have so bound yourself up with y y
of the affairs of life that they have become a sort of second
nature to you ; that you cannot exist away from your office, yoUt
factory, your warehouse, that you cannot forego being active ii(
some pursuits that you have given twenty, thirty, or forty yean
of your life to, and suppose you die, you have not lost one single
element, moral, mental, or spiritual ; not one single attribute
of your memory has been sacrificed, You are in all respects
what you were before your death. What do you know of the
hereafter ? What do you know about the spirit-world ? IVlnt
can you see of the glories of existence, of the wisdom of God, of
the boundles beauties of being, the depths of the human heart
and soul, the noble heights to which these can aspire ? What do
you know of these things ? They are sealed books to you, and
you feel genuinely miserable, because you are apparently cut
aloof from all that interested and occupied you on earth,
Naturally you will gravitate to your old associations; naturally
you will assimilate with the old thought-atmosphere in which
you lived, and all persons whose thoughts are of the earth
earthy, whose interests belong to this world, whose sympathies
are undeveloped, having been narrowed down to the require
ments of this life—such spirits will continue to take interest in
the affairs that engrossed their energies while here.” Political,
social, or religious reformers, all who thought that theupliftment
of humanity was their supreme mission, would continue to labour
in that direction until they became spiritually awakened suffi
ciently to realise that they owed themselves duties which could
be best performed in the conditions of their new existence. One
of the allegations made against Spiritualism was that spirits
came back and dealt with material affairs. There was nothing
unnatural or illegitimate or degrading about it, so far as the
speaker could see. A man in this world, when in doubt, would
sometimes consult his solicitor. Supposing the solicitor died,
He remained very much the same man as before, and why
should not the client in doubt as readily take advice of his
lawyer when the latter was in the next world as when he
was in this ? Nevertheless, the interest taken by departed
humanity in the affairs of the world they had left was apt
to be circumscribed by reason of one great obstacle. It
had been stated that communication between the two worlds
was dependent on the harmonious and sympathetic con
dition of the communicants on each side. There must be
a nexus, so to speak, for the thoughts to travel from one mind
to the other. Now the average man of business—stockbroker,
lawyer, money-changer, merchant,or politician—was in many
cases so thoroughly convinced that there was no better man
than himself, was so encased in a sort of armour of egotism,
that there was no relationship between him and the dwellers iu
spirit life. If such a man could open out, it would be possible
for him to receive aid, advice, and inspiration from his spirit
neighbours, but his self-sufficiency closed the door against any
interference by the spirit world, so far as he was concerned.
“ So long ” (said the speaker) “as you realise the entire natural
ness of the life after death, so long as you realise that these
spirit-communicants are neither angels, nor demons, but only
human beings on another plane of operation, there is no unrea
sonableness in supposing that they may, under due circum
stances, be able to advise you. But even here there is a chec>
imposed, naturally and automatically.
The longer pe°pl‘
remain in the spirit world the more developed do they becmiuand the more they develop the less interest do they take in
petty affairs of mortal existence.”
,
Dealing with the next question, which referred to
existence of animals in the spirit world, the speaker said i1

_________________ ___________________ LIGHT,

animals in certain sections of the spirit world—those
exhibiting conditions most contiguous to tho material '
jitions, and which were in fact but little superior to them.
j9 animals were, however, evanescent—they did not
jitiut-’, being merely the essential forms, so to spoak, of the
‘' iaials as they existed on earth. In the higher conditions of
S,.. spirit world they were nut found.
'
How long have you been in the other life
Have you in
hit time personally experienced any important changes ; if so,
' Il you kindly tell us of what nature ! ” Such was t he tenor
, .\e next question, and the speaker, in reply, said that the
(..pcitant changes he had experienced were of course distinctly
peculiarly personal matters, and he felt somewhat reluctant
, deal with matters of his own personal experience. Yet,
•thin limitations, he might give some description, such as the
, ;<;iouer desired. His desire to limit the answer arose from
, disposition to shirk the point raised in the question, but
from reluctance to deal with matters merely personal to
hiatself. His first experience of spirit life was exactly on the
lines he had always laid down as characterising the transition of
.’;e individual from material to spiritual conditions. He ex• erieuced, at first, no change in personal consciousness or
r-ental and moral development. In the course of time he
Hvame sensible of a singular and delightful change.
One
•jkht describe it best as a sense of lightness ; but not only was
-here this feeling of buoyancy, as though a burden had been
removed, but there was what seemed to be an interior
illumination; a radiant light seemed to fill the mind with
iridescent glory, and the intellect seemed capable of grasping
ideas that, until then, had only been imperfectly understood.
After this, he had a strange feeling of virtual translation from
she condition in which he then found himself—somewhat
jr.alegous to what would on earth be called death, but in no
sense be rightly called a death, since the sense of lightness
culminated, and it seemed as though something had rolled
.iw.iv, as though the past—the undesirableness and the im
perfections of the past—were removed, leaving a sense of new
life, “new birtli-uess.” which was accompanied by a distinct and
wsitive exaltation, mental, spiritual, and personal, marking
the translation to actual spirit life. There had, since then, been
Yer changes, equally notable, but so far not to the same degree.
When, eventually, the change described was duplicated
in the experience of the control, it would then be impossible
for him to return and hold direct communication with earth,
for it would imply a spiritual unfoldment and exaltation,
which would make repellant all possible communication direct
with the material conditions of the world. Under such circum
stances, he would have to sever his connection with the medium
he now employed, and discontinue the work he was enabled to
carry on through that instrument. If he might say so without
undue egotism, he would add that he was doing his best to delay
the time, so that he might, for as long as possible, have the
advantage of using the medium for the purpose of placing such
knowledge and experience as he possessed at the service of his
friends on earth. His residence on the spirit side had been, as
computed by earthly measurements of time, 300 years.
The President, addressing the control, said : “ Some friends
would like to have a description of your spirit-home, the
general appearance of the country in which it is situated, and
the employments of the inhabitants.” In reply the control
suggested that the question should lie over until some future
occasion, when he could devote, an entire evening to a descrip
tive dissertation of the kind asked for. Such a subject could
not be adequately handled in the little time then at disposal.
The last question submitted had reference to the vision of a
clairvoyant who described a spirit coming to earth in a beautiful
boat. Could this, it was asked, be anything more than a vision ?
Could it have any basis in fact ? In reply, the speaker said it
could most decidedly have such a basis, and in all probability
was an absolute fact.
There were what might be termed
‘ rivers” of magnetism flowing between this world and certain
points on the borders of the spirit-realms, and upon these
streams, which flowed to and from the earth, spirits descended
and ascended. Sometimes they cauie. in the manner the clair
voyant described : it was not usual, but occasionally they used
some kind of a boat fashioned by their own will-power, and
emblematical of their own condition.
This reply being the last, the President said that although
he was afraid the medium would be getting tired after speaking
for an hour and a half, he was anxious that any person who
wished to put a question should seize the opportunity to d>’ so.
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question having been put, the usual compliment was
passed to the lecturer, who thanked the audience for their sym
pathy and attention, and hade them God-speed.
The President, in a few concluding remarks, stated that the
meeting was the last for the season. When the lectures were
resumed due announcement would be made in “Ll'.HT.’ He
had now to bid the audience farewell for the present.

•EPOCH-MAKING MATERIALISATION PHENOMENA.'
The following deeply-interesting information is taken
from an article, under the above title, by the lion. Alex
ander Aksakuw. in “ Psychische Studien." It contains
some, fresh tacts in connection with certain phases of Mrs.
d’Esperance’s mediumship,which were occasionally the cause
of considerable annoyance to the lady herself. The circuin
stances will best be narrated in 31. Aksakow s own tvords :—

In 18901 travelled to Gothenburg expressly to hold a series
of materialisation seances with Mrs. d’Esperance. She permitted,
to me a privilege which she had never granted before to anyone,
viz., that of placing her under whatever test conditions 1 might
think necessary in order to convince myself with regard to the
genuineness of the phenomena. At the seance of June 5th I sat.
as usual, quite close to the corner of that side of the cabinet
where Mrs. d'Esperance sat ; only the curtain divided us. the
side opening being quite close to my right shoulder, so that 1
merely had to draw a little bit of it aside in order to see the
medium. The materialised form, which at that time appeared
under the name of “Yolanda," came out several times, and even
made a tour of the circle leaning on my arm, while the weak
light of a red lamp hanging from the ceiling, and under which
we passed, illumined the form sufficiently to enable me to
recognise beyond a doubt the features of the medium, When
we returned to the cabinet I resumed my old place, and
Yolanda remained standing half out and between the curtains
opening at the middle. I then, while steadily observing her,
quietly pushed my right arm through the side opening of the
curtains near me, and I only needed to stretch my arm a little
in order to ascertain whether the medium was in her place.
This I did. (She occupied a rather low, cushioned settee.) 1
raised my hand straight, as high as the back of the couch, and
then let it glide downwards as far as the seat. The medium was
not there. But the moment my hand got to the arm of the
seat, Yolanda stepped back into the cabinet, while a hand fell
on mine and pushed it away. Instantly thereafter the medium
asked for a glass of water, which I handed to her. drawing
aside, in the meantime, the curtain where I had pushed my
right arm through. The medium was in her place, clothed in
her red dress with close-fitting sleeves. A moment previously
Yolanda was outside, in a white robe, with her arms bare to the
shoulders, her feet also naked, and with a white veil over her
head and body : but she had now disappeared.
After some natural reflections on the circumstance
narrated above, 31. Aksakow proceeds

When I heard on the following day that something had
frightened the medium, I asked Mrs. d’Esperance herself about
it, without telling her anything ot my own observations. She
replied that toward the end of the seance she felt as if some
thing was moving about her, about her head, or about her
shoulders ; that this circumstance had so alarmed her that she
involuntarily let fall the hand on which she was supporting her
head. This hand then came in contact with another hand, which
frightened her still more. The peculiar points are these.
The experiences of Mrs.d’Esperance were exactly what she must
have had if she had been in her place, and yet my hand did not
find her on the seat. Who then had these experiences 1 One
must assume that there remained on the seat a duplicate of her
bodv endowed with consciousness and sensation. As is known,
Mrs. d'Esperance possesses also the gift of mediumistie writing:
at her seances, and at other times, she receives communications
from a certain “Walter" who calls himself the “Leader" in
tho working of the materialistic phenomena. I availed myself
of this means in order to learn what explanation I could obtain
from that quarter, and thus the following conversation was
held between “Walter" and me. Q. Did you see what
frightened the medium : A. Yes ; a hand rested first on the
medium's face, then on her knee, then on her hand : that was
all. Q. Whose hand was it (for 1 still kept my secret'*. A. I
, did not net see it, as my attention was only called to the circuit,-
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MaaN when 010 medium became alarmed. Q. My chief desire
id* and the medium
>he a*me time. Is that
I Ul d. pends upon how much of her remains
If 1 wen i Idenlyto look into the cabinet, should I
hnd the medium removed from her pla°< ! A. Most likely.
!• i. ritlm.-: d.pei.<G upon the source from which the material is
•
If there is much of it in
....
almlly dependent on the medium,
you would then see her as plainly as you sec her now.
\ few davs liter, when \ "lamia had been several limes out
side the cabinet -during which time the medium was secured
round the want bx a linen tape, the two ends of which were
ring staples > wed into tho floor, and then
,; ,;'.v
I wked “ Walter " : How much of the
was Mt this time when \ olamla stepped out I A. 1 do
not think thvre was much remaining, except her sense organs.
V If I i*»»ad inj hait.l <o< r the place while the body of tile
medium had aim '.st uisappesred, would it do her any harm !
' That w< u’d dejw nd on the weight with which you pressed
your hand ; if any. amg occurred which could hurt the materialia*d form, the medium would at once become conscious of it.
Q. And if I passed my hand right through the medium’s body?
A, That would seriously hurt her, if we were not on the watch
to avert such a mischief; to attempt it would be a dangerous
experiment. Q In this wav would the linen tape, which is
round the medium's waist, cut through her body if 1 drew the
■ o ■■ .
Ye*. But this would only happen if all the material
were used up, and that has rarely occurred ; many a time,
however, there 'i
very little remaining. Q. According
to this, then, the invisibility of the medium’s body, when we
lock, is no proof that there is none ? A. Certainly not; it is
only a proof that you have not eyes sharp enough to see it; i/ou
could not see it but a clairvoyant could.
Mrs. d’Espe rance was quite astonished while these answers
were writt n through her own hand. She kept calling out :
“That is something quite new.” “Really, that is an explanaAn 1 yet I was certain that I was always the same.’’
“ But.” I said t her, “it is impossible that you should not have
perceived some change during the occurrence of such an extra
ordinary phenomenon as materialisation?”
“I did feel a
change,” she replied, “but I was thoroughly convinced that it
wm only perceptible to myself.” “Can you describe this
change to me
“ I have an inward sensation as if I were
empty.' This is an answer in entire accordance with the facts
previi us'y narrated, and with the theoretical speculations
g from them. Mrs. d’Esperance did not, at that time,
suppose tliat this feeling of emptiness could be more than a
merely subjective impression.

.
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'X lv
only receives serious and educated people, and tl~"' '
who kindly help him in his psychic studi^
persons with University degrees. During the wX
munications theso mediums are not comfortabl
around the table, but stand erect in complete dark)/.
tranced, and having only one hand at liberty, they g 1/
write for more than an hour, and the communicatioil8
they obtain arc not only of a private character, but
high philosophical and scientific value. The experiment., >,,,
have already been made, and those which are still
at each seance, are all under the control of, and are L
by, the spirits, who announce beforehand what each
nienon is to be. Some spirit heads, more or less visj]^ X
been obtained by photography in the most complete darj./'''
the photographic apparatus being hermetically closed
sealed. M. Hasdeu expects, in a new work which he is pr,.""'
ing, and which will be a sequel to his “ Sic Cogito,” to
all the spirit photographs which he lias obtained, and to »jVf "
the same time, all the details of these curious and intereL
experiments.
“THE HERMETIC ART.”*

What is an unfortunate reviewer to say about a book th,
deals professedly with a subject which “not three men js
j million can understand”; and then only by the “Grace,;
] God”? Is he likely to find himself one of these three \ Isi.
reader ! This < [uestion is suggested by a perusal of the thip
volume of the “Collectanea Hermetica, ” now appearing ua(U
the able editorship of Dr. Wynn Westcott, entitled “Abhor.
Enquiry concerning the Hermetic Art.”
Those who love mystification will have a treat in this litji.
volume which, like all treaties on Alchemy, tells the reade*
that the Author does not mean what he says, nor say xvhathe
means, and that only those already wise will understand his
words. The most comprehensible part of the volume is ths
introduction and notes by the “ learned Soror” “S.S.D.D.R.R. et A.C.,” and a “Summary” by “N.O.M.; R.R.etAC."
The latter tells us that success in Alchemy requires “a virtuous
life, pure ancl unsullied by sensual enjoyment from birth to the
time of trial,” but if “ S.S.D.D.” is right in his conjectures as
to the meaning of the obscure language of the text, it is not
easy to see what purity and virtue have to do with it. Fc
instance, take the latter’s explanation of “The Snowy
Splendour ” concerning which the Author quotes an older
writer and adds his comment :—
“ ‘He that exactly knows the magistryof this water, no Word:,
or Secrets of Philosophers, Sayings, Writings or Enigmas, will
be concealed from him. And further, that it is stupendous in its
virtues, and the things out of which it is immediately drawn are
INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS IN ROUMANIA.
most secret above all others ; also the means of extracting it
most wonderful. In the knowledge of which all their Fires.
The Marquess Rossi De Giustiniani, writing in “ La Revue Weights, and Regimens lie hid.’ The same Author affirms, that
^pirite,’’ states that Spiritualism in Roumania is making really none can imagine its Splendour, except they see it, and then you
great progress. At Bucharest especially there are several will think you look upon a certain Cellestial Body. Believe,
thou.iands of Spiritualists who are fully convinced of the reality saith he, I have seen this Snowy Splendour.”
nimunications between the living and the so-called
Now, what does the reader imagine will be the “Note’ of
dead. This triumph in Roumania they owe to M. Hasdeu, the the “ learned Soror ” on this marvellous and mysterious
learned Academician, who for a long time has studied Spiritual- substance? Well it is simply this: “ Very well describes the
istic phenomena very seriously and with the greatest persever ordinary corrosive sublimate of commerce ! ”
ance. Those who assist at M. Hasdeu’s seances are all savants,
To the uninitiated, Alchemy seems to have pretensions far
i . loctors in philosophy, in science, and in medicine,
greater than, this note implies, but perhaps the notator practises
or licentiates in science and in medicine—all capable of under the Alchemist’s art of concealing his meaning; or (let it be
standing and appreciating the philosophical and moral aim of whispered) it even might be that lie himself is not one of the
the “ beautiful doctrine.” Sceptics of shallow and straitened
“ three in a million.”
perception, who recognise nothing beyond visible and tangible
Between the small class of those who understand, and the
matter, and who, in their fatuity, fancy themselves to be above large class of those who do not, there stands the “commonor
the level of common mortals, still endeavour in Roumania,
garden Alchemist,” who fancies he understands, and is happy:
as everywhere else, vainly to ridicule Spiritualism. Their and to this class, as well as to the first, the little volume before
efforts, however, and their unscientific arguments, do not us will no doubt be welcome and valuable.
prevent the accession of new adherents day by day, nor do they
Sculptors of life are we, as we stand
hinder the removal one by one of all opposing obstacles. The
With our souls uncarved before us,
most interesting and the most convincing phenomena are
Waiting the hour when at God’s command
obtained through mediums who meet twice a week at M.
Our life-dreatn passes o’er us ;
Hasdeu'n, and the spirits who manifest during the se'ances
If we carve it then on the yielding stone
do not give names of celebrated personages—a thing very
With many a sharp incision,
difficult to verify—but they are attracted by love and sympathy,
Its heavenly beauties shall be our own,
Our lives that “Angel Vision."
„ .
the only indissoluble bonds which here, as beyond the tomb,
-Bishop
unite members of one family. The spirits of M. Hasdeu’s
* “Collectanea Jtermetica,” Vol. IJ1- “ A Short Enquiry
daughter and brother almost constantly manifest; the former,
the Hermetic Art, by A Lover of Pliilalethes. London, 171».
^p.p.
who died at the age of nineteen, having displayed during her
Non Oinnis Moriar. An Introduction to Alchemy and Note>,
Theosophical Publishing Society, ltf'J-1. Price -s. lid. net.
i n ■ mie lmrc unusual ability as a poetess and writer. M. Ilasdcu

1^-1_______________ ___________

light.

the mission of spiritualism.
think it is the mission of Spirits or modern Spiritualism
k0 human beings Spiritualists. Science had killed faith,
111 faith growing weak, hope waned and mankind had grown
' rialistic, and all felt, whether they admitted it or not, that
the end. Faith and hope were “lost arts” in tho
ted world, and modern thought was full of doubt. Tho
churches were superstitious, and the colder liberal and
lloctual ones had outgrown Bibles and revelations and were
’||tCo9tic, and the Spirit-world, like an overruling Providence,
^'lingfor this lack of faith and hope, came to its rescue and
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MR. MYERS AND MR. MOSES.

Wo loam from tjio “Journal” of |,|H. Society for Psychical
Research that at .the last general meeting of the Society Mr.
I'. W. H. Myers spoke on “The Evidence for Continued
Identity contained in Mr. W. S. Moses’Automatic Script." He
began by recapitulating the reasons which, in his opinion, fully
established the genuine autoinaticity of the messages, and the
complete good faith of Mr. Moses’ own comments thereon.
Turning to the evidence of the identity of the communicating
intelligences, the messages might be arranged in four groups.
(1) In the first group might be placed those messages that con
tained facts, which, from their recency or obscurity, were
probably unknown to Mr. Moses and to all other persons pre
sent. The cases of Abraham Florentine, of the Jones children,
and one or two others, were described under this heading.
(2) Next came messages containing facts which might conceitably have been previously learnt by Mr. Moses, but which, if
we take his word for it, had not so been learnt. There was
here the difficulty due to the possibility of subliminal perception
and memory ; but cases were given in which such an explana
tion seemed extremely improbable, (u) Next came a class of
cases resembling the last except on this point—that the
“ controls " seemed to have less freshness and reality, and the
facts given were of the nature of extracts from books. These
extracts were sometimes provably unknown to Mr. Moses, and
the manner in which they were given suggested clairvoyance
rather than real communication from the departed. Mr. Moses
had himself been fully aware of this difference of quality ; and
the questions thus suggested were among the gravest with
which the problem of identity was beset. He (the speaker)
ventured to say that the time would come when the hypothesis
of conscious fraud or of self-delusion would fall into the back
ground as regards these signed messages and others like them,
and when even the difficulty of subliminal memory would be
met by judicious experiment; but the possibility of a clair
voyant acquisition of knowledge, unconsciously by the automatist himself, or consciously by personating spirits, would
long continue a stumbling-block. (4) The existence of this
difficulty gave an additional interest to a class of messages tech
nically lowest in. evidential value ; those, namely, where the
evidence depended on ethical or intellectual resemblances—on
the intensity of characterisation displayed by the alleged spirit.
Indefinable resemblances of mind and character might produce
strong subjective conviction ; and the conclusion must perhaps
be that for full satisfaction we ought to desire in the messages
a combination of the objective and the subjective lines of
evidence—first of all the statement of verifiable facts known, if
possible, to the deceased alone, or at any rate to the deceased
but not to the automatist; and then that indefinite but pro
foundly recognisable character which made here and now for
each of us the essential difference between one friend and
another. In many of Mr. Moses’ cases such combination did to
a great extent exist; and, on the whole, no series of signed
messages was at once equally full and equally exempt from
error with that with which Mr. Moses had been favoured for so
many successive years.

qiillj s^cecdcd ’n manifesting an intelligence—a spark, as it
ere, a^er ,nany times trying, caught in the “ tinder-box ” of
(U1 life, from which came the “dawning light” that has
'[veil us a knowledge instead of a dying faith, and from the
iluldren i'i Hydesville it has spread all over the world—so
flmt that wonderful religious teacher, Theodore Parker, who
jjedin I860, said that though only ten or twelve years old, it
|0llked more like being the religion of this country than Christj.ulity did in a.i>. 150 of being the religion of the Roman Empire.
f have the impression that the Spirit-world, in doing all this
for humanity, succeeded in giving us intelligence from over the
river, but did not intend to do our work for us. So, giving us
]pht enough to know that if a man dies he shall live again, it
wanted to put obstacles in the way of our depending upon the
Spirit-world, as we certainly would, could we communicate with
the Spirit-world as reliably as we can with the dwellers of this
world. I think the spirits manifested an intelligence to prove
that they had survived death, to supply a demand : men were
hungry for lost faith and hope, and knowledge came to supply
that need, and it seems to me it was wisdom for the Spirit-world
to permit unreliable messages. They will not hurt the one
reliable test which every careful investigator will get, but will
make us cautious in depending upon our departed ancestors and
old familiar faces, as we certainly would if we could reach them
as definitely and in detail as we can our fellow men.
It would seem as if the spirits who are managing this great
religious movement of the nineteenth century had two things
in view ; first, to prove to us sensuously and intelligently that
death was not the end ; and second, by the difficulties of com
munication, to make us human beings depend upon ourselves
and not on them for aid, so as to make us, as we have said,
strong men and women. The time may come, when we have
reached the safe point,that we may understand these things better
and the unreliability of the messages grow less and less, until
they become practical for the world’s use.
I always like to quote what William Stainton Moses, the late
editor of London “Light,” said on this point. He, however,
spoke of the physical manifestations. I think what he says
will apply with equal or more force to the messages, for I have
been astonished at the ignorance and lies in communications
which profess to come from “ departed spirits ” who were men
of character and truth when they were with us in the form; so
I am forced to think the authors have assumed the names,
rather than think it possible that truthful men here have be
come untruthful spirits.
I am finding no fault with the ism. I know it rests on fact
and truth, and I am happy in it as my religion ; I am thankful
“SAVED BY HIS PIETY.”
for the rational light it gives us, and hope and expect it will
grow brighter and brighter unto the perfect day. I am sure it
A long time ago a sonnet appeared in a local newspiper,
has come to stay and be the universal religion. I will now close and no attention was paid to it. But it appears that in an un
with the words of Mr. Stainton Moses to which I have referred published letter Coleridge ascribes this sonnet to Wordsworth.
as being both true and sensible : “ The spirits who are able to so it has been hunted up once more. Here it is
deal in gross matter so as to produce physical manifestations are
I find it written of Simonides,
beings who are not possessed of high moral consciousness.
That travelling in strange countries once, hr found
A corpse that lay expiring on the ground,
Whether they are instruments in the hands of more advanced
Nor which, with pain, he caused due obsequies
intelligences or not, the fact remains that they cannot be relied
To be performed, and paid all holy fees.
on, as judged by the laws of human integrity.”—John WetjiekSoon after, this man’s Ghost unto him camo
BEE, in the “ Progressive Thinker.”
And told him not to sail, as was his aim,
On board a ship then ready for the seas.
Simonides, admonished by the Ghost,
What Life is I know not,
Remained behind ; the ship the following day
Nor claim the right to know ; but gladly accept
Set sail, was wrecked, and all on board was lost .
The highest hints and intimations given,
Thus was the tendcrest Poet that could be.
As likest truth. I know not what God is,
Who sang in ancient Greece his loving lay,
Nor count it reasonable to suppose
Saved out of many by his piety.
A man could know ; but that God lives and rules,
_
—“Literary World.11
My soul, in times of pure and tranquil vision,
Sees without effort; which great central truth
“ Influence of l’svciucAL J’actobs in Occultism.”—The
Sways into order all the world of thought,
translation of this pamphlet from the German of Baron du Prel
That else were chaos.
will be resumed in our next issue.
—William AlmngiiaM.
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- fUE SIN OF WITCHCRAFT.”
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i.foui favourite walks, along Pater■ : . { :. • < :.-;r-,> • ,‘y - A ■: i . . i in a pub-

mortal in 1891, immortal in 1895, and mortal
I 896. But what of those who have not heard m
lmar of Christ? Has it never occurred to this v-r
■
if what he says is true, a geographical as well
cal accident may be the condition of conferring inii,,, ■■
Ixjt those believe it who can 1
But we turn now to what specially concern■cem that all tlm wrong teaching on this .subject. ft,
devil in Paradise to Tennyson in the J.sle of
“ .mmim-d up in what is known as modern Spiriti,^'
for “ the whole of Spiritualism is summed up j,
teaching that man lias a conscious existence in ,j,
that, in fact, there is no death, because man ha. ;;j
himself.” We accept the definition, and face with a;'
heart tlm real infidelity or agnosticism of this pau1{;.‘
put forth as supremely Biblical and Christian.
As if to illustrate the old saying that we may <|,1(
Scripture for anything, this writer proceeds to show ;i(
the Bible teaches us that man, at death, really dies-^r
that is to say, as to feeling, knowledge, and thought;,
he quotes the doleful fragments, Ps. cxlvi. 3, i; P...
17 ; Isa. xxxviii. 18, 19 ; Eccles, ix. 5, 6 : Job. xiv. 1,5 .
12, 21 : James iv. 14 : some of which passages do noth
the burden of what is here put upon them ; others ]*-,
palpably the expressions of an ancient agnosticism
we surely ought to outgrow, and not imitate.
Having, however, extracted, or set up, his doctri-.
that “ the dead know not anything,” this hater n
Spiritualism finds it easy to proceed to his main positin
that all the phenomena of Spiritualism are devilry. }p
says, “ To have- professed dealings with the dead ls ■
have actual dealings with the devil . . . and
ever messages appear to come from the dead, it is %?.from the devil, who personates them
and this, be ■
observed, is the logical inference from the old belief. ■..
which millions of English tombstones bear witness, tlr
the dead are in their graves, and will “rest” thereuntil
“ the resurrection morn.” See what it is to be logical and
consistent 1
The writer of this pamphlet, looking round, sees even
thing to distress him. Everywhere, Spiritualism is eating
into the teachings of the churches. He quotes, with
manifest distress, from “ a Sunday-school paper, edited
by a Methodist Doctor of Divinity,” from “a most eminent
D. of the Presbyterian denomination,” from “a Baptist
paper,” from “ one of the most prominent ministers in the
world
and in every case he shows that the living
teaching of the churches is Spiritualism. Here are some
of these quotations :—

.• . ■ .:
ind a special placanl calling
attention to it. The arresting title of the pamphlet was
i
: ..f Witchcraft. M e purchased a copy, and, after
reading it, decided to give the author of it and our own
.--.m- tlmUjlt ■ .. .'I... ribii? it.
st of all, why “ witchcraft 1 We know it is a Bible
word, but we venture, for all that, to suggest that it is a
very damaged one. It is used to stab superstition, but it
instanc-of superstition. Misled by it, or
• •'
-don behind it, the darkest deeds of hell
have been .
is heaven's name. Everywhere on the
Continent. here in England, and in America, even good
men, misled by the horrid or ignorant superstition about
“witches.” have been guilty of the most shocking cruelty,
culminating in murder in its most odious form. Again we
ask, why witchcraft !
But the writer of this pamphlet speedily gives us an
answer, in what he calls “the root of the matter.” Every
violation of a command of God is, he says, the sin of
.■ d the temptation to violate a command of
God :devil. Thus Eve thought the fruit of the
fatal tree was good and to be desired, only because the devil
made her see it through his representations of it. “He
•
her to see it by means of his magic arts. She was
bewitched.
But what was Eve’s special delusion ? God
had said that the eating of the fruit should be followed by
death : but the devil induced her to disbelieve that, and he
did it by suggesting that she possessed life in herself. In
other words, the devil’s great original falsehood is the
teaching of the doctrine of innate or natural immortality
This may seetn monstrous, but the whole pamphlet is
built upon it. as we shall see. It may be thought that
this is only one man s eccentricity, and that it is hardly
worth seri
• r. /.deration, but we believe that the main
Much of the best work of the world is dune through the
thought of the pamphlet is very largely held, and that, present, personal influence of the dead . . . As a practical
anyhow, it logically follows from the old doctrine of the fact, and as a great spiritual truth, our dead do for us, as con
general resurrection. At the present moment we are face stantly as they could for us if they Were still here in the flesh;
and they do for us very much that they could not do unless they
to face with a huge inconsistency. The truly spiritual
were dead.
tbuught, that at death we pass into spirit life, in the full
Another soul has taken its place among the great cloud c:
possession of more than all our present powers, is rapidly witnesses, and to-day looks on with clearer, j uster, kindlier
■ . ..ion of all the churches ; it is in the air and vision than earth can know, at the battle you and I are still
i.- irresistible. And yet it co-exists with the doctrine of waging . . . With the clear and just discrimination of
the resurrection of the body,—a monstrous superfluity. Heaven we are seen by him to-day as we in turn shall see.
When I get to Heaven ... I will come and see you
The. crash i.- not yet but it must come, and the writer of
this pamphlet, with his grim logic, may, and we hope will, all . . . Our departed friends in the ministry are engaged
in that delectable entertainment now.
help it on.
“ How delightful 1 ” cries the infatuated Spiritualist.
But if this writer does not believe in natural immor
Nay
1 replies the author of “ The Sin of Witchcraft, all
tality, how does he bring immortality in? In some way which
this
is
sheer devilry, the result of Satan's attempts to cajole
we do not understand, he (and he is one of many) believes
and
ruin
the Church 1 What dismal infatuation is it that
in immortal life only for those who are “ in Christ,” what
leads
so
many
people to slam the door in the faces of those
ever that may mean. He plainly says, “None can see life
who
come
from
the other side, or to see only “devil "'herand immortality except those who accept Christ and the
Gospel.'' He does not give any explanation, and we are surely, to say the least of it, a good God would let got*1
left to a-surm: that in some subtile way the believer is angels go where devils are allowed to prowl 1 Is it possible
transformed. From being a mortal creature, he is changed to believe that God’s human race is infested with
mto an immortal one, subject, we presume, to relapses - demoniacal influences only, and that our Creator a"1

,(,,^51—-------------------------- —uitrl
permits us to be the fools and victims of a
liollish fraud !
‘,lirrec, however, with this writer in one matter, lie
’ «Through the prevalence of the doctrine of the
S*y3’ [ immortality of man . . . the churches are,
permeated with Spiritualism.” Precisely. Once
be1”'" that the secret of human life is in the immortal
we contend for must follow
follow—in time. We
.,11n that wo
orthodox and the. unorthodox revilers of Spirit> 1 to
,,,'is'" t0 their own inconsistencies. They are stored up
The explosion will come. We can wait.
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that author, and found that Mrs. Everitt had written, word
for word, a long passage from one „f tlm Swedish seer's
voluminous works.”
“Once,” said Mrs. Everitt, Imre taking up the discourse,
“ whilst my husband was away jn t|m. country, I wa,
roused in the middle, of tlm night, impelled to go to tlm
dressing-table, where I found paper and pencil, which had
not. been there when I went to bed, and write a. me ;i“<:
from Mr. Everitt’s mother to his brother. I woke, up in
tlm morning without the slightest recollection of ilm
circumstance, till I found tlm. paper on tlm table, when
it all came, fresh to my mind. As to tlie writing di din
guished as ‘direct’—that is, produced without, mortal
contact.— I am sometimes entranced wlmn it i-given, and,

therefore, my husband, who takes a deep interest in this
phase of the question, is better qualified to inform you

than I.”
Well, Mr. Everitt, I should like to know all about it.
(Continued from page 297.)
and particularly how it is done.”
“To tell you all about this branch of the subject,’
“Now, Mrs. Everitt, if 1 have not tired you by my
questions, will you tell me how your automatic writing replied that gentleman, smiling, “ even so much as is com
prehended in our own personal experience, would mean
cMne first, and what kind of messages you get1 ”
“Well, the automatic writing was, no doubt, a good a tax on your patience which I am sure you would not
deal delayed by my own perversity. I objected for a long thank me for inflicting. Our direct writings extend over
a period of many years, and cover more reams of paper
time to allowing my hand to be used.”
than I should care to estimate. And as to how it is done,
“ Fur what reason, if it may be asked 1 ”
the
problem is one of which I have never been able to get
“lam afraid,” replied Mrs. Everitt, laughing, “that I
a
satisfactory
solution. Although our friends are alway.must claim the privilege of my sex, and satisfy you with
willing
to
patiently
explain and illustrate, the same
the answer that I didn’t like it because I didn’t. How
difficulty
occurs
here
that forms a barrier to the
ever, one day Mr. Wortley, a medium, going into a trance,
comprehension
of
nearly
all the phenomena associated
said that my husband’s mother was present, and wished to
with
mediumship.
On
the
spirit plane they possess
give him a message. Directly we got home there came
means,
and
write
by
methods,
totally different in every
raps, and the words were spelled out, ‘ Do, my dear
respect
from
those
that
we
are
accustomed
to and under
daughter, allow me to use your hand. It will be the
stand,
and
so
widely
removed
from
our
plane
of experience
means of doing a great deal of good.’ So I gave way, and
that
they
are
altogether
incomprehensible
to
us. Once a
the writing came readily.”
persistent
inquirer
was
rather
snubbed,
though
the rebuke
“ And,” added Mr. Everitt, “ as my dear mother
was
not
unkindly
meant,
by
a
question
from
the
control:
promised, it has indeed proved a blessing to us in many
‘
Could
you
teach
pure
mathematics
to
a
Hottentot
!
ways. But, if the spirits use my wife’s hand, they have
not always used it well—at least, there was one occasion Weil, it is as difficult for us to make these things clear
when they might have used it a little more gently than to one still in the flesh and limited by the physical
they did. There was a lady present who was very sceptical, senses, as for you to do that.’ So that 1 fear wc must
and, with some idea difficult to appreciate, she brought be content, whilst here, to be spiritual Hottentots, thank
her own pencil to be ’written with. For a long time fully picking up and assimilating such little crumbs of
Mrs. Everitt could not get hold of that pencil ; it eluded knowledge as we can from the table of the higher life
her grasp in a most singular manner, and when, finally, until the veil is lifted, and we see things as they are.
“ Let me, then, give briefly facts that are within our
she did get a grip, it flew out of her hand across the room.
Another pencil being produced, she wrote a message with personal experience, and leave speculation for the present.
her left hand, and the pencil was gripped with such force To begin with, an essential condition of direct writing,
that the pressure actually broke it. Then it was written : so far as our own observation goes, is darkness : and the
more complete this is, the more successful, as a ride, the
' Do you think the medium did this 1 ’ ”
“Talking of automatic writing,” said Mrs. Everitt, “ I result. Tlie writings arc almost invariably produced in
Mil reminded of a little incident that may, perhaps, interest the air. We leave pencil and paper on the (able, and
you. Two friends from India, named Nicholas, were on a open the sitting, according to our custom, with devotional
visit; and amongst other natives who gave their names exercises. The medium turns cold, so much so that she
through my hand, and were recognised, was one who had shivers, and even occasionally her teeth chatter. A cold
been their horsekeeper, and who, having murdered the 1 wind sweeps round the circle, felt distinctly by all the
widow of an officer, was being sought far by the police sitters. This is the signal. Presently a strange sound
when our friends left India. He wrote himself down as a is heard, which I hardly know how to describe, and can
think of nothing to liken it to : faint and distant at
‘berry bad man,’ and asked for our prayers.”
“Yes, that was a very good test,” reflected Mr. Everitt, first, increasing momentarily in strength and nearness.
"and in our early days Mr, Dawson Rogers got an This we describe as the approach of the ‘ influence.'
Excellent one, which removed a good deal of doubt which, Then paper and pencil arc whisked up into the air, a
be afterwards confessed, existed at the time in his mind. rapid tick-tick-ticking, lasting barely a few seconds, is
Whilst my wife was answering questions by means of heard, paper and pencil fall to the table, and light is
a'itomatic writing, he suddenly asked her to define the called for. The writing is done.”
“ Have you ever taken note of the time occupied in
difference between the will and the understanding, feeling
'|Uite sure that if lie got an answer of the kind he wanted writing1 ”
“ Yes, I have got into the habit of counting as nearly
Would cubic from somewhere else than her mind. With"
as
I
can in second beats, from the point of the taking
''"I a moment’s hesitation, her hand wrote a long reply of
up
the
paper to the point of the dropping it. The
11 most elaborate philosophical character.
Fancying a
‘keness to Swedenborg in the stylo, Mr. Kogers searched ■ speed of produetion varies from a hundred words to a
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“ It varied a good deal. Often the messa,
personal character, specially given for the • *
->■
encouragement of some sitter. An immen^^?'
profoundly instinctive writings relative to'll’""'H
conditions of the spirit world has, from time tr/- '‘E(;■'f
w r 11 b i *' Vuu have
given us in this way, and some of the document”"®’1?'
be happy io place in the hands of the Editor,
’’Q
•ed and thirty six
s 1 could estimate that limit- publication in. the pages of • Light’
b/
pei
imen:-.
• tin'*' of interest to many of its readers. Then we
I (mint out some i many philosophical essays, theological dissertatjj"" 'l;,i
tn n o lin.uy human ; tii-ulars of the life and teachings and mission of J,,. ’ K.
ivo doubt , by the i even a history of Jerusalem down to date—the lap. y'A
bv the closeness j Emmanuel of Italy, by the way, being spoken of
i
! lineal heir to the throne of the Holy City- We oftej/]
had mes-agi-s which, on investigation, have proved i
quotations from books, well or little known, some '
ancient : and in almost every case never seen or hear,]
by u-. For instance, a sentence in Latin was given v j
the author's name abbreviated; and neither Profs
v .
UUU
Crookes, Dr. Burns, Mr. >S. U. Hall, nor Serjeant Q,
who were all present, could make it out, until the prof*,
'
writer. No* ice, furl
got a friend at London University to hunt up; the referee
rance fi \'iii the
and found that the quotation was from Gellius,a poetof r.
me.
reign of Adrian, We once had a piece of direct writ/,
“No*.' went on »IV 1’ yf , waituHng to his subject, “ T signed ‘ R. B.,’ and purporting to come from KichaJ
VOU aJiother feature that would Baxter, author of ‘ Saints’ Rest.’ A friend, hearing
> t ur
T
strike an obsene lit fl’■st sigh t. or perhaps at all, this, sent us a little book by Baxter; and, on readingj,
Ml) portancte. Professor Crookes I found, to my surprise, the identical passage. No do/
4 < > • * th’* verv
*** the first to dm* «attention to the fact that no indenta- Baxter had given us this as an evidence of identity.”
j,, . . ; i.iv this writing. Even with
“ You mention a message as having been given j, j
whatever i> proc
thinnest paper ti ■ere is hot tilt? slightest perceptible Latin. Have you had writings in other languages ’ ”
“Almost the first piece of direct writing we received
on the hfiAck, whiivh app<?ar> to I>e as smooth as when
11,
VOU
hink.
might
you
not,
might
ti
was
in answer to a question by Mr. William Howitt, a/
'"
Th*4 null
e
ss,
such
rapidity
of
was in three languages—German, French, and Japanese-,
>ach exactitude,, such dearne:
with none of which we have the smallest acquaintance I
* ’ w'Uticd ^ere iinposs tble----go so far as that, Very frequently, indeed, the messages have been preface*!
i
14 No, to interrupt you, I should. not
I j. Ji. Dencil wras probably not used, by an appropriate quotation in Latin, and from time o I
TVto v T
_I
•-■
~“
* here at: all, but was prepared time several different languages have been introduced.
X-writing
®
“ Now, here is a singular circumstance in counectioi
L-e. and bv some occult means trans
om the material paper during with direct writing that comes to my mind. Whilst .
ft
ie complete process appeared to your message was being written, my wife and another lath
medium, Mrs. B., exclaimed excitedly that the power w;,
then/ said Mr. Everitt, uith a smile, turning going, and both fell forward on the table in an exhausted
another of Us specimens, “do you say to this? Most condition, beseeching us to sing. We sang a hymn, which •
Of the words are double, the line of each letter being seemed to have an improving effect, and when the writing
r>»—mwwied by a duplicate parallel line.
Mr. was examined, it proved to be one message in two different
was present, with others, when that was hands. Seeking an explanation of this from our spirit
■ .
puzzled over the curious appearance for some friends, we were told that some words a gentleman in the
. -/ <t occurred 1 ■ Mr. Regent to examine the circle had put on the paper before it was used, had had
I*?.
. it was then found that by some means the the effect of disturbing the influence, and another spirit
had gut broken, and a double edge of leiul left, than the one that commenced had to complete the message.
***»ftmonding exactly with the writing. The inference, My wife and Mrs. JE>. explained that when the disturb
*®*vuidable as it seems to me, is that the pencil was used. ance occurred the mass of light in which, to their dev,
' At first only one side of the paper was used; but the writing was performed, divided, one part going to left,
s°«ieque.
ng was given on both sides. When and the other to right, but whilst we sang it gradually
paper fell th'1 table, and the light was called for, we reunited, and the writing was then finished.
“One very interesting example of direct writing oeeurreo
**’<dd Snd one side idled, usually breaking off at the bottom
the middle of the message, and probably, too, of a about two years ago, at a seance, in broad daylight, at
which Mrs. Everitt and Mr. Eglinton were the mediums.
’’••Uiuce. This, by dir*
>Md be read aloud, then raps
come to extinguish the gas again ; the paper would be Two pieces of pencil were placed in a closed slate, and tin'
pipped up. and in a few seconds the light would be called slate held in full view of all present, who distinctly heard
r;rorr e more, and the rest of the message would be found both pencils at work. After half a minute, when the
r>11 the other side of the same paper. It was this excellent slate was opened, there were found two separate messages
s’ that bi ought conviction to many doubting souls, who written on alternate lines, in opposite directions, the on*r'°uld not resist the evidmice thus afforded, especially as message, that is, beginning where the other left ofl. 1
paper on which the messages were written was often have little doubt that one of these messages was throng"
' "ought by themselves, and marked by them with private Eglinton's mediumship, and the other, by the spirit of
person he had never heard of, through Mrs. Eveii!’
tuarks.”
“Al! this is deeply interesting. And, now that I A full account of this affair appeared in ‘ Light <>t t1
k»mw something of the manner, Mr. Everitt, perhaps you
time.”
will kindly give me some particulars as to the matter of
“Have you evel* had experiments With direct «•
the messages.”
in sealed envelopes ? ”
We 1 UM had
bundle I words in
It’ll* (M ’ • hundred

k

- --------- *

♦

light,

---------------------- —--------------------,''"7 . iuimy ; but your question brings one notable ease
^niinil- An Austrian doctor, a friend of ours, sent
1,1 "'Ll letter from Vienna, requesting us to get a reply to
J5t’ . lion it contained before opening and reading it.
tl'c ‘^'"nferest was taken in this experiment; and the

I e just as received, was placed in another envelope,
i’11'0 siip of blank paper, and sealed with five seals
"' live different sitters. Then, by direction, it was put
W ]fl- the table ; and towards the end of the seance we
11111 | (j10 envelope moved, and were then told that the
>'%. was S'von- O'1 opening the outer envelope, we
("uid a
W1’itten in pencil, on the piece of paper,
\(jch, when compared with the doctor’s question contained
" the inner envelope, was found to fit to it exactly. 1
"hould s»y that all this took place in the light. Mr.
povson Rogers was present while this experiment was
tl.ied,aud will confirm the accuracy of my statement.”
“I have understood that your experience with direct
writing has of late assumed a different phase ? ”
“Yes, you will, no doubt, have seen recent accounts
in'Light’ of the messages we get in a desk belonging to
my daughter, and written sometimes by my daughter’s
control, sometimes by John Watt or other spirit friends,
pur plan is simply to put a piece of paper in the desk,
which is an ordinary slope, fitting tight when closed, lock
it, and wait till we are told the writing has been done. It
is through my daughter’s mediumship, as well as her
mother’s, that these box messages are got. Many friends
have received gratifying communications in this ivay. Some
have been content to take the key away with them; in
other eases, after the insertion of the marked paper, the
lx® has been elaborately fastened with tapes, many knotted
and much sealed; but always with good results. No pencil,
it should be said, is ever put in the box ; and a peculiar
feature is, that no matter in what position the paper is
inserted, it is invariably found next the lid, with the written
part face upwards, as if the writing were done through the
lid.”
(To be continued.')
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J“g to him there was no spirit.; the soul did not survive the
>,f»dy ; when wo arc dead wo are dead indeed ; annihilated. As
fol* himself, lie maintained that he was alive; an alive as ever
110 was, and that he came and went as usual on this terrestrial
globe. Having said thus much lie again disappeared, the lady
being loft in a condition of trance.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
| 7/ie Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed by correspondents,
and sometimes publishes what he does not agree with for the purpoc'
of presenting views that may elicit discussion.)
Hindu Religion.

Sin,—I have thankfully received from some brother of mine
in London a copy of the issue of “Light,” dated April 21st,
1894. My attention lias been specially called to the letter of
Brother Richard Harte, F.T.S., therein published, and headed
“Mrs. Besant and Indian Civilisation.” In this letter I see

him romark that he should join Mr. Coleman in denouncing
“ Hindu ideas of religion, such as caste, purda, child-marriage,
widow-burning, and so on,” “as poisonous follies.” I fancy
from the language made use of that both the gentlemen assume
that Hindu religion propounds, sanctions, and maintains the
systems of caste, purda, child-marriage, widow-burning, &c,,
which now exists, or existed even for a few centuries past. If
so, it becomes my duty to contradict such a statement and
entreat my brethren to become acquainted with what is truth.
Hindu religion, or as it should be properly called the Vedic
Aryan religion, does not sanction caste, as is practised noir. I
send you a pamphlet containing a lecture I delivered in 1886. L
then said :—
I believe caste to be a socio-political institution founded
on the important principle of political economy—division of
labour ; that according to the Aryan Shaster (Gospel) there was
but one caste (Brahmins) at the time of creation. Owing to the
setting in of degeneration and corruption among the people, it
was found necessary to divide them into four principal castes.
The principle of this division was the conduct and profession
adopted by different men. Once these castes were not neces
sarily hereditary, but subject to changes in accordance with
changes in the profession and conduct of each individual. Such
of the people as were actuated by an overruling desire for the
gratification of their passions, and such as gave up some of their
virtues, ceased to be Brahmins, and were styled Kshatrayas.
Such of them as had a liking for trade or for tending cattle, and
“AS THE TREE FALLS.’’
made it their profession to earn their livelihood, and such as
It has occasionally been recorded that returning spirits hav e became cultivators of land, giving up some of their original
expressed a disbelief in the changed condition of their surround virtues, became Vysliyas. Such of the people as took a delight in
ings, and have maintained that they are still in the flesh and injuring and killing, in lying, in miserliness, and earned their
living on earth. M. Horace Pelletier is responsible for the livelihood by doing any sort of service, and such as became un
following curious story as it appears in “ Le Spiritisme.” A clean, were called Shudras. Thus these castes came into exist
clairvoyante named Madame X., of Namur, went by rail to ence. From these castes other castes sprang. There are
Charleroi, and the train having stopped at a station on the way, instances of the descendants of thus degraded castemen regain
she observed, moving among the crowd of arriving and depart ing the primitive position of their original progenitors, recorded
ingtravellers, a spirit who seemed to be in search of something in several Aryan works. These works also evidence the fact of
or of someone. It was, she said, really a spirit which went in and some of the descendants of these castes further degenerating
out of the carriage in which she was seated. Eventually the into lower castes by changing their profession and conduct.
unusual passenger stopped near the lady and she was able to
From what I have said you will observe that the following
examine him more accurately. He wasayoung man in ball costume, are facts and are acknowledged as such by the Aryan
of elegant exterior, Ind apparently of distinguished manners,the
Shaster
rwmWestriking the lady as in pronounced contrast to that of her
1. There was originally one or no caste.
other companions. They were in a second class carriage. “Why
2. It became four and more according to the professions and
do you cotne in here?” the lady asked. “ I do not know,
Madame,’’he replied. “ Perhaps you expected to meet some conduct of the people.
3. These change, and cause changes in the castes.
one ! ” said the lady, who realised that he was invisible to the
4. Higher castes have become lower.
other occupants of the carriage ; “possibly you do not suspect
5. Such changes are recorded in our Aryan works.
that you are no longer of this world, that you are dead."
6. The caste, therefore, is made up of Birth, Samscaras, and
“Dead!” he cried gaily ; “really that is rather good.” “Do
you not recollect that you were carried off by lung disease I ” Virtues or Conduct.
7. These three form seven combinations :—
“1 remember perfectly that I was seized while leaving the
1. Birth + Samscara or Profession + Virtues.
Duchess of ---- ’s ball, but I am better now, and there is
2. Birth
+ Virtues.
nothing the matter with me.” “Where do you think you are
3.
Samscara + Virtues.
’t this moment ? ” “In Paris, Madame.” “ Not at all. You
4.
Virtues.
»rc a few miles from Charleroi.” This dialogue was held
5.
Birth 4- Samscara.
Mentally, and then the young man, instead of replying further,
6. Birth
smiled with a mocking air aud vanished. Three days after,
7. Samscara.
the same spirit manifested at the clairvoyante’s house while she
The last three are not enough to constitute a caste, while
"as occupied with some work, and a mental conversation with
tegard to Spiritualism was started. Tho visitant laughed at the the other four constitute it in the order mentioned ; that is, the
Mion, which he designated as a modern superstition. Accord- first constitutes a full caste, the second is a less complete caste
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than the tirst, the third i-. -till I. •. and tho fourth oven less than
tho third.
This is the Aryan system of caste. Virtues go in this
.system to raise one from lower to higher castes, and vices to
reduce one from higher to lower castes. In other civilised
countries wealth and social position determine castes. A
hereditary landlord, who maybe most vicious, is ol a higher
caste than his farmer, who may be more virtuous than his land
lord. The former declines to dim' with the latter until he
becomes richer or more powerful politically. If what I have
heard be true, it appears that a lord’s daughters are considered
to be of a superior i rate, and a commoner is considered an till
worthy match tor any of them, howu er good and virtuous ho
m-iy be. Something like this is the system of caste now in
India. It has brought on miseries upon our people in more
ways than one. People call themselves now Brahmins, or of
the highest caste, who know not their Veda and practise no
virtues, but do menial services to anybody. They nevertheless
J.iim tho privileges of a Brahmin, imagine that they are
superior to .me who may be a trader or tiller of land, and who
may bo possessed of knowledge and virtues and may have been
born in a Vysya family. The Kschettrias and Vysyas and
Shudras. when better learned than such nominal Brahmins,
despise the litter. This irritates them and bad blood is created
between them.
As teg.rds purda and child-marriage, they were unknown to
Hind”, religion and patriarchs. There was no purda, although
immodest staring at, or by, females was prohibited. Purda
was forevI upon the Hindus by the tyranny of the foreign
con.pierors. The Vedas and other sacred books do not prescribe
purda. Child-marriage was not only not prescribed, but was
made impossible to those who followed the Shasters or Hindu
Gospel.
t*n this subject I wrote papers in 1882, of which I send you
a copy of one of them.
Hindu Shasters prescribe, rituals for dissuading widows from
burning themselves, if they were sincerely anxious not to
sure ive their lords. I send you another paper that 1 wrote some
years auo on this subject. All these, I hope, when perused will
convince all the impartial readers of “Light” that the rules of
the Hindu religion »n the aforesaid subjects arc not liable to
be denounced by auy just man as “ poisonous follies.”
Requesting you to be so kind as to publish this defence of
my religion, and to furnish me with that issue of “Light” in
which thi< may be published.
Kutnbakonani,
R. Ragoonath Row.
Madras Presidency, India.

Theosophy and Spiritualism,

:
'

'
I

Du Potet's “Magie Devoilee.”

Sir,—Du Potet's “ Magie Devoilee ” is, I see, quoted on
p. L ’! of last “Light.” It may interest some of your readers
to know that this work, the price of which was formerly lOOfr., I
is now to be hadforlOfr. An excellent edition at that price is
i from Paris through any large bookseller. I give the
substance of the title-page: “La Magie Devoilee,' par M. le
Baron du Potet. Troisieme edition. Paris: Librairie Paul
Vigot, 10, Rue Monsieur-le-Prince. 1893.”
H. M.
“ Intercourse with the Universal.”

Sii., -1 have read the letter of “Rejected” under the
above title, but I am sorry to say that I fail to see what he is
aiming at, and if others fail equally with myself. I can well
understand how it is that his theories—if he has any—are
systematically “ rejected.” He speaks of a “ reneica? of inter
course with a -upfc-.'^d Universe Empire.” Will he tell us,
clearly and succinctly, so that we may have a chance of graspio.' meaning, why he suppose.' that there is such an empire,
and. :: there be, what good reasons he has for believing that
human intercourse with it ever existed .' I guess, but am not
sure, that he relies on certain “old traditions.”
What and
where arc these traditions; on what grounds does he think
that they are worth serious thought, or that he is putting
on them a right interpretation : and why does he con
clude that a renewal of intercourse with “ a Mippuvd Universe
would be either possible or advantageous We
that our departed friends still exist, and that under certain
conditions we can have intercourse with them. “Rejected'
speak s of these as “ m:r Earth Beings ’’ and suggests that there
way be " S|>ace Beings
Will he say why '
Vlkax.

--------------------------------- ['lunc ^0il8!H

;

[

Siu,—Spiritualists will welcome tho letter of Mr. qrc.
T.S.
F.
If co-operative study by the two schools, of 0,5’
phenomena and of the laws involved, were obtainable, it worn,!
lead to great advantages. Theosophists know much with ro'oir,]
to I lie occult constitution of man and his relation with i|,
unseen universe, with which average Spiritualists are i1().
acquainted; while Spiritualists have much experience , ,•
spiritualistic phenomena with regard to which must T'heos(J
pliists are entirely ignorant. Unfortunately, Theosophy refu^,
to investigate these phenomena.
Such “ soreness ” as may exist between the two schools, j
the resull of the “ indiscriminate anathema ” which Theos,,,
pliists apply to the seance room; mixing up communion auj
materialisation, Ac., phenomena indistinguishably, and thu
displaying their ignorance of that which they permit themselves
to condemn.
When outsiders who have not studied Theosophy, take up,.,
themselves to criticise it unfavourably, Theosophists protest
and legitimately so, against the unfairness of such judgments,
Yet many of them do not hesitate to apply equally unfair and
valueless criticism to Spiritualism. Many of those would-be
critics actually have no experience of the subject they takeup,,
themselves to condemn.
If the experiences of both schools could unitedly be brought
to bear upon the facts of spirit communion on the one hand,and
upon the very diverse and distinct physical phenomena of the
seance room on the other, no doubt very valuable addition,
to human knowledge would result. But, could perfectly un.
biassed observers be found, who would bo willing to classify th
facts of observation and then draw deductions therefrom, apar
from any preconceived notions ? I fear, not. Theosophy has
unfortunately become to many, a system carrying authority
independently of individual verification of the basis on which
the theories advanced, rest. It is a tendency of the huma
mind to identify itself with whatever system it pursues, and
sentiment (noble in itself) tends to sway the student from the
sei ere path which must be followed wherever it may lead, and,
irrespective of consequences, in the pursuit of truth.
Siuce writing the above I have read the letter signed
“ Noelle ” (p. 298), and would beg to be allowed to express my
admiration for the spirit which pervades it.
We all admire and respect Mrs. Besant, and some of us may
perhaps venerate the nobility of character which has permeated
her life, as we know it. But no one is infallible, and, when
someone comes forward and publicly condemns a series ol
opinions entertained by others, the latter may be entitled !
ask on what basis the judgments ill question are formulated.
Spiritualists would certainly be justified in asking Mrs. Besan:
whether the conclusions she publicly expresses with regard tSpiritualism are based upon a system of teaching formulated by
others, and accepted by herself, or upon personal observation
and study of the phenomena involved. Even in the latter case,
probably most Spiritualists would consider that many years
experience of Spiritualism is requisite before anyone can be in a
position to formulate conclusions with regard to the operating
powers involved. Tt is probably most doubtful whether the
necessary perceptive faculties can be evolved without contribu
tory action on the part of intelligences from the inner spheres
and personal realisation of such assistance.
Qv.kstor Lucis.
Spirit Spheres; or, Degrees of Consciousness.

j

Sil:,—In reply to the query of “J. S.,” I would say ths!
I the spirit spheres referred to by communicating spirits and
! numbered (first to seventh) by them as indicating their own
relative position therein, signify progressive degrees within the
astral state. That this must be so is demonstrated by the fact
I that in the present evolutionary state of the average man. only
: astral spirits can communicate with him.
It is now recognised that communion is limited by the
degree of consciousness functioning in man, and which can.
consequently, be made to respond to influence from withoutSian’s soular degree of consciousness is discrete or latent'
in his present state of development, and consequent
cannot respond to external stimulus ; his self-eonsciousne-'-'
functions in his astral principle. Spiritual communion nW-therefore, occur in that principle or degree. The spirits
communicate with the average man, must, therefore, be such ”
are in the astral degree of Being : or astral plane.
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' rfj)e numerical sub-divisions made in that sphere by certain
trols are merely artificial and arbitrary distinctions, selfl'l'ised by those controls, probably with the intention of
''‘' •bating importance to themselves in that classification. Is
’^pssible to attribute numerical distinctions to the functioning
• solf-consciousness in man ? Can you classify the various
°l,ri-oes of intelligence expressed in mon, by numbers ? Thon
can such distinctions be made in the functioning of solf' piousness in disembodied man?
'fhe appearances which the surroundings of disembodied
• tell>SellCGS Presen^ to these, are ruled entirely by the degree
"[ oonsciousaess or perception, unfolded within themsolvos.
'.ybile tho enduring principle or inner reality of thoso
glirlotindiugs remains permanent, the appearances presented
v#ry according to the degree of consciousness unfolded in the
'erceiver. The seven spheres within the astral state have
J|1USno separate or distinctive objective reality, but are consti
tuted by progressive, mental, or subjective states within tho
gpirits themselves.
This is confirmed by the experiences of clairvoyants, in
jfhom astral perception has been unfolded while in the body.
\Vhen conscious perception is intro-verted in the sensitive, from
relations by the normal senses, to those of the astral senses, he
finds himself in relation with the astral plane. He does not go
to it; because it surrounds us now, though unperceived by us.
The functioning of astral perception, however, brings him into
relation therewith, there and then. It will be noticed, though,
that olairvoyants' astral experiences are never identical. Why
is this ? Because their visions are tinctured and coloured by
their own individual peculiarities and state, which find reflec
tion therein, similarly as occurs in the case of the disinoarnated
astral spirit.
That these communicating spirits are in astral states is
inevitable, from the fact that Soular Angels could not commune
in their own degree of consciousness with man. That degree
not being unfolded in man, he could not respond. It would
be like endeavouring to communicate through a transmitting
telephone, regulated at a certain pitch or intensity, to a
receiving telephone, regulated to an intensity of an octave
lower. Soular Angels can, however, communicate with man by
using an astral spirit in whom the soular degree may be in an
embryonic state, as intermediate ; similarly as a relay is used in
telegraphy. The communicating telepathic current enters such
an intermediary-relay, in soular degree of intensity, and passes
out converted down to astral pitch of intensity, to which pitch
the astral degree in the sensitive can respond.
It is probable that the messages received by sensitives are
transmitted by the communicating intelligences, in a mode
analogous to that known to us as telepathy, or thought trans
mission. The thinking capacity of the instrument used will,
therefore, constitute an absolute limit to the transmitting
operator, who will not be able to exceed the keyboard of notes
presented to his disposal.
The more importance, or inferred superiority, a communi
cating intelligence endeavours to attribute to himself, the more
doubtful would, I conclude, be his real superiority. True
superiority need make no claims for recognition. Whenever a
spirit uses a personal name, that fact in itself infers that he has
not evolved beyond the state of personality. When instead of
a personal name, a quality signification is used, that probably
infers that the spirit has evolved to a higher state than that of
the accompanying limitations implied in personality.
QU/ESTOK Lucis.
Clairvoyant Delineation.

Sir,—The peculiarities of mediumship are still so little
understood that any striking anomaly attending the exercise of
medial faculties is worthy of attention. It may happen that
the peculiarity to which I am about to refer, has already been
noticed and investigated by those competent to deal with such
matters, but if not, I should be pleased to sec some explanation
of what I venture to regard as a curiosity of clairvoyance.
At a recent public meeting, at which clairvoyant and psycho
metrical demonstrations were given by Miss McCreadio, the
medium, or rather the inspiring intelligence, gave an accurate
description of two deceased friends of mine. The details given
were sufficiently minute to preclude the possibility of doubt;
but, by what seemed a strange inversion, the figures were
described as standing by a gentleman, who sat almost opposite,
and who, of course, failed to identify the appearances as relating
to himself, In the perplexity of the moment, I remained silent
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when the inquiry was made whether any person present recog
nised the forms ; but on mentioning the fact to the medium at
the close of tho meeting, T was informed that my experience,
though rare, was not without parallel ; there had been previous
instances of spirits associated with one person appearing in
proximity to another, who might happen to be a complete
stranger. Can this be tho result of somo refraction in connec
tion with tho “ visualising’’ of tho forms, or would it mean that
tho spirits seen clioso some other than tho usual avenue of
approach, affording them greater facilities?
Canterbury,
C. Beluxoham.
Herbert Spencer on the Origin of Religion.

Sin,—There are at least, four methods used by thinkers in
the attempt to explain the origin of the religious idea among
human beings.
First.—There are those who say man could have no true idea
of roligion, except by a direct inspiration from the personal
Divine Being.
Second.—There are those who qualify this idea, by teaching
that man, having an internal spiritual nature, derives his
religious ideas by spiritual communion with the Father of all
Spirit.
Third.—There are those who would account for natural
religion by the influence of natural phenomena on the religious
imagination of mankind. As, for instance, in the unseen power
of the wind to move and and bend and break trees, or to driv>the clouds through the sky, or to lash the ocean into fury ; the
ocean itself in its placid beauty and unbounded expanse, or in its
fury, filling the mind with awe and wonder. Then there is the
devouring element of fire, and the genial warmth of the sun, or
his scorching heat, filling the mind with admiration or fear.
Thon there are tho fantastic human forms assumed by clouds or
by distant mountains ; and there are thunder and lightning as
if unseen gods were warring in heaven and on earth.
Lastly, we have the views held by Herbert Spencer, and
elaborated in some three hundred pages of his ponderous two
volumes on “The Principles of Sociology”; in which, through
great elaboration and detail, he arrives at the conclusion that
the origin of all religions can be traced to that ancestor or heroworship common to all savage tribes, and to the Greeks, and
to the Chinese. He regards the idea of a mental or spiritual
existence, apart from the organic body, as devoid of all evidence,
and yet he admits that the belief in ghosts is of all but universal
prevalence among savage races, and we may add, among all
civilised races, ancient and modern ; and if you ask, is not this
universal natural belief at least presumptive evidence that it is
in harmony with innate ideas, and may be founded on facts, the
reply is : Certainly not, for it can be shown that the belief in
ghosts has arisen from the fact that every human being, when in
moon or sun light, is followed by a shadow, and that these
shadows are believed by all savages to be their duplicate forms,
which survive the death of their bodies, and haunt their woods
and hills and huts ; and must for ever be bribed by offerings of
food and worshipped as beings of superior power.
But, granting that the savage idea of ghosts may sometimes
be thus derived, this only goes to prove that the savage naturally
believes in a ghostly or spiritual world, and that the instinct is
innate in the human mind.
Our author, however, has no belief in such innate ideas, but
asserts that all human ideas arise from the education received
from sundry objects of sense, and this he attempts to confirm by
asserting that, even now, the savage has no general ideas, and he
concludes that all high and noble views of religion are the result
of the cultivation of the imagination and understanding, through
ages of gradual evolution of the ideal.
To all this I would object that I cannot conceive the idea of
any evolution in mind or in matter, unless there be in nature a
spiritual substance en rapport with a pre-existing reality,
higher than itself, by which, and toward which, the evolution
ascends.
For why should the savage imagine his shadow to be his
spiritual and immortal self, unless the spiritual instinct be
innate ?
And why are all children and all savages, as well as
nearly all human beings, more or loss afraid of the darkness, as
containing, hidden in itself, a supernatural something ? For dogs
and sheep and oxen, having no spiritual nature, have no such
fears. Or why are superstitious ideas so common, even among
hard sceptics ?
It is true, as Herbert Spencer says, that the degraded savage
has almost no imagination or faculty of generalisation ; bur the
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